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1. DATA DESCRIPTION  

 

This study uses administrative data on French workers and firms, collected by the national statistical 

office based on a mandatory employer report of the gross earnings of each employee subject to payroll 

taxes. The dataset includes all employed individuals in the private sector, with information about the 

gross and net wage, dated employment periods, number of hours worked, job occupation, and the 

individual's birth year and sex. The data also includes unique firm and establishment identifiers that 

can be linked with other administrative data. The exhaustive employer-employee data does not 

include unique individual identifiers. For a thorough description of the data used in the paper, please 

refer to section 2.1 of the manuscript. 

 

The datasets are listed below: 

 

1. Déclaration Annuelle des Données Sociales (DADS): Exhaustive employer-employee 

cross-sectional data, from social security fillings. 

2. DADS Panel Tous Salariés: 1/24th employer-employee panel data (individuals born 

in October of even-numbered years), from social security fillings. 

3. DADS Echantillon Démographique Permanent: 4/30th subsample of the employer panel 

data (individuals born in the first four days of October), which is linked with 

census data. 

4. FICUS-FARE: Firm financial statement, from tax filings. 

5. Enquête LIaisons FInancières (LIFI): Firm ownership structure, from Bureau van 

Dijk and survey run by the statistical office. 

6. Répertoire des Entreprises et des Etablissement (SIRENE): New business creation, 

from firm register. 

 

https://github.com/AEADataEditor/replication-template/blob/master/REPLICATION.md
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Those data sets are made available to researchers by CASD (Secure Data Access Centre); see 

https://www.casd.eu/en/. 

2. CODE DESCRIPTION 

For the purpose of this certification, we checked the results displayed in Figures 1 to 4 and Tables 1 
to 12. Those results are computed using the following files: 

txt files (they contain SAS code): 

- dads_panel.txt 

- dads_postes.txt 

- ficus_fare.txt 

- lifi.txt 

- ree_creation.txt 

.do files (for Stata): 

- construct_data.do 

- techboom.do  

 

All code is written in SAS 9.4 and Stata 15. The SAS files extract the raw data and save it as dta files in 

the « C:\Users\Public\Documents\TechBoom\source » folder. The five files can be executed in any 

order. construct_data.do then uses those files to generate other dta files, stored in 

« C:\Users\Public\Documents\TechBoom\output ». Eventually, techboom.do computes the tables 

and figures displayed in the article, respectively as tex and pdf files. 

3. REPLICATION STEPS  

 

The resources were provided by the CASD staff in a virtual machine. The code has been run as per 

readme. We encountered two small problems during the replication, none of which were caused by 

potential shortcomings in the code. The first one was a lack of memory available in the C drive, as the 

TechBoom folder required 233 Go. We resolved this issue by allocating more space to the C drive. 

The second problem was a bug we got when running techboom.do: “(MWFE estimator converged in 

4 iterations); class FixedEffects undefined”. We resolved this issue by running the command 

"reghdfe, compile” before running techboom.do once again. 

4. FINDINGS  

 

For each table and figure, we first provide the researchers’ results and then compare them against 

ours. 
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4.1. FIGURE 1: EMPLOYMENT SHARE OF THE ICT SECTOR 

 

Panel A shows the share of the ICT sector in total employment. Panel B shows the share of the ICT sector in skilled 

employment. Panel C decomposes skilled employment in the ICT sector into workers who entered the labor market 

five years ago or more (blue line) and those who entered four years ago or less (red line). Panel D plots the share 

of skilled labor market entrants starting in the ICT sector. 

4.1.1 FIGURE 1, PANEL A: ALL WORKERS 

 

Original: 

Reproduced: 
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4.1.2 FIGURE 1, PANEL B: SKILLED WORKERS 

 

Original: 

 

 

Reproduced: 
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4.1.3 FIGURE 1, PANEL C: SKILLED WORKERS: DECOMPOSITION RECENT ENTRANTS VS. 

OLDER WORKERS 

 

Original:  

 

Reproduced:  
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4.1.3 FIGURE 1, PANEL D: SKILLED ENTRANTS 

 

Original: 

 

 

Reproduced: 
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4.2. FIGURE 2: WAGE DYNAMICS OF THE ICT BOOM COHORT 

 

The figure displays the t coefficient of the wage regression log(wi;t) = t +βtICTi,0 +γtXi + εi,t where ICTi,0 is a 

dummy variable equal to one if worker i's first employment spell is in a firm in the ICT sector and X i collects 

control variables listed in Section 4.1. Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval. The regression is 

estimated over the cohort of skilled workers whose first full-time job was in 1998-2001. 

Original: 

Reproduced: 
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4.3. FIGURE 3: WAGE DYNAMICS OF THE PRE-BOOM COHORT 

 

The figure displays the t coefficient of the wage regression log(wi;t) = t +βtICTi,0 +γtXi + εi,t where ICTi,0 is a 

dummy variable equal to one if worker i's first employment spell is in a firm in the ICT sector and Xi collects 

control variables listed in Section 4.1. Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval. The regression is 

estimated over the cohort of skilled workers whose first full-time job was in 1994-1996. 

Original: 

 

Reproduced: 
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4.4. FIGURE 4: WAGE DYNAMICS OF THE POST-BOOM COHORT 

 

The figure displays the t coefficient of the wage regression log(wi,t) = t +βtICTi,0 +γtXi + εi,t where ICTi,0 is a dummy 

variable equal to one if worker i's first employment spell is in a firm in the ICT sector and Xi collects control 

variables listed in Section 4.1. Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval. The regression is estimated 

over the cohort of skilled workers whose first full-time job was in 2003-2005. 

Original: 

 

Reproduced: 
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4.5. TABLE 1: WAGE DYNAMICS OF THE BOOM COHORT 

 

The table presents the OLS estimates of βt in Equation (14) for skilled entrants of the boom cohort 
1998-2001. The dependent variable is log wage of worker i in year t. ICT0 is a dummy equal to one if 
worker i started in the ICT sector. (t=Y) is a dummy equal to one if year t is Y = entry year, 2002, 
2006, 2010, or 2015. Worker controls include sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and two-digit 
occupation at entry. Column 2 includes worker fixed effects and use the year of entry as the baseline 
year. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

                               Original                                                                                    Reproduced 
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4.6. TABLE 2: WAGE GROWTH OF THE BOOM COHORT 

 

The table presents OLS estimations of Equation (15) for skilled entrants of the boom cohort 1998-2001. 
The dependent variable is wage growth of worker i from entry year to 2015. ICT0 is a dummy 
equal to one if worker i started in the ICT sector. Worker controls include sex, age and age squared at 
entry, entry year, and two-digit occupation at entry. From column 2 on, Commuting Zone fixed effects 
are included. In column 3, entrants who started in the finance sector are excluded. In column 4, the 
sample is restricted to workers that can be linked with census data. In column 5, we add two dummy 
variables for the worker holding a three-year college degree and for the worker holding a five-year college 
degree. In column 6, the firm's net income is added to the worker's wage if the worker is the CEO of 
the _rm. In column 7, a fraction of the firm's net income equal to the worker's share in total wage bill 
is added to the worker's wage. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% 
levels, respectively. 

Original : 

 

Reproduced : 

 

 

Minor discrepancies are indicated with an orange box. 
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4.7. TABLE 3: WAGE GROWTH AND FIRM CHARACTERISTICS 

 

The table presents OLS estimations of Equation (15) for skilled entrants of the boom cohort 1998-2001. 
The dependent variable is wage growth of worker i from entry year to 2015. ICT0 is a dummy 
equal to one if worker i started in the ICT sector. Log(Employees), Value added/Worker, and Startup 
are variables defined for the initial employer of worker i and equal to the log number of employees, value 
added per worker, and a dummy equal to one if the firm is two years old or less, respectively. Worker 
controls include sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and two-digit occupation at entry. In 
column 2, we restrict the sample to workers whose initial employer is the subsidiary of a US company. 
In column 3, we restrict the sample to workers whose initial employer has sales growth in the subsequent 
five years above 40%. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, 
respectively. 

Original: 

 

Reproduced: 
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4.8. TABLE 4: QUANTILES OF WAGE GROWTH 

 

The table presents quantile regressions of Equation (15) for skilled entrants of the boom cohort 1998- 
2001. The dependent variable from column 1 to 5 is the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile, 
respectively, of wage growth of worker i from entry year to 2015. ICT0 is a dummy equal to one if worker 
i started in the ICT sector. Worker controls include sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and 
two-digit occupation at entry. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% 
levels, respectively. 

Original : 

 

Reproduced : 

 

 

Minor discrepancies are indicated with an orange box.  
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4.9. TABLE 5: CUMULATIVES EARNINGS 

 

The table presents the OLS estimates of βt in Equation (14) for skilled entrants of the boom cohort 
1998{2001. The dependent variable is discounted cumulative earnings of worker i from entry year to 
year t, in log in column 1 and in level in column 2. In column 3, earnings include unemployment benefits 
assuming a 60% replacement rate for one year. ICT0 is a dummy equal to one if worker i started in 
the ICT sector. (t=Y) is a dummy equal to one if year t is Y = entry year, 2002, 2006, 2010, or 2015. 
Worker controls include sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and two-digit occupation at entry. 
***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Original: 

 

Reproduced: 

Minor discrepancies are indicated with an orange box. 
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4.10. TABLE 6: WAGE DYNAMICS OF THE PRE-BOOM COHORT 

 

The table presents the OLS estimates of βt in equation (14) for skilled entrants of the pre-boom cohort 
1994-1996. The dependent variable is log wage of worker i in year t. ICT0 is a dummy equal to one if 
worker i started in the ICT sector. (t=Y) is a dummy equal to one if year t is Y = entry year, 1997, 2000, 
2002, 2006, 2010, or 2015. Worker controls include sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and 
two-digit occupation at entry. Column 2 includes worker fixed effects and use the year of entry as the 
baseline year. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Original: 
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Replicated:  
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4.11. TABLE 7: WAGE DYNAMICS OF THE POST-BOOM COHORT 

 

The table presents the OLS estimates of βt in equation (14) for skilled entrants of the post-boom cohort 
2003-2005. The dependent variable is log wage of worker i in year t. ICT0 is a dummy equal to one if 
worker i started in the ICT sector. (t=Y) is a dummy equal to one if year t is Y = entry year, 2006, 2010, 
or 2015. Worker controls include sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and two-digit occupation 
at entry. Column 2 includes worker fixed effects and use the year of entry as the baseline year. ***, **, 
and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Original: 
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Replicated: 
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4.12. TABLE 8: WAGE GROWTH AND JOB SKILL CONTENT 

 
The table presents OLS estimations of Equation (15) for skilled entrants of the boom cohort 1998{2001. 
The dependent variable is wage growth of worker i from entry year to 2015. ICT0 is a dummy 
equal to one if worker i started in the ICT sector. STEM occupation is a dummy equal to one if worker i 
has a STEM (as opposed to management/business) occupation in her first job. TechFirm is the fraction 
of STEM workers in worker i's initial employer. TechSector is the fraction of STEM workers in worker 
i's initial four-digit industry. Worker controls include sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and 
two-digit occupation at entry. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% 

levels, respectively. 

Original: 

 

Replicated: 
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4.13. TABLE 9: WITHIN-JOBS/BETWEEN-JOBS WAGE GROWTH DECOMPOSITION 

 

The table presents the decomposition of workers' wage growth from entry to 2015 into a within-jobs 
component and a between-jobs component as defined in the text, for skilled entrants of the boom cohort 
1998-2001. ICT0 is a dummy equal to one if worker i started in the ICT sector. Worker controls include 
sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and two-digit occupation at entry. ***, **, and * indicate 
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

 

Original: 

 

Replicated:  
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4.13. TABLE 10: JOB TEMINATION 

 

The table presents OLS regressions for skilled entrants of the pre-boom cohort 1996-1998, boom cohort 
1998-2001, and post-boom cohort 2003-2005. The dependent variable is a dummy equal to one if worker 
i experiences job termination. In column 1, job termination equals one if the worker switches job within 
the first four years after entry. In column 2, job termination equals one if the worker has a different 
employer in 2015 than at entry. In column 3, job termination equals if the worker switches job during the 
first four years after entry and this switch is associated with a wage drop. In column 4, job termination 
equals if the worker switches job during the first four years after entry and the initial employer has 
negative employment growth in the year of the switch. ICT0 is a dummy equal to one if worker i started 
in the ICT sector. Pre-boom cohort, Boom cohort, and Post-boom cohort are dummy variables equal 
to one if the worker enters the labor market over 1994-1996, 1998-2001, and 2003-2005 respectively. 
Worker controls include sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and two-digit occupation at entry. 
***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Original: 

Replicated: 

 

Minor discrepancies are indicated with an orange box. 
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4.14. TABLE 11: WAGE GROWTH AND JOB TERMINATION 

 

The table presents OLS estimations of Equation (15) for skilled entrants of the boom cohort 1998-2001. 
The dependent variable is wage growth of worker i from entry year to 2015. ICT0 is a dummy 
equal to one if worker i started in the ICT sector. In odd-numbered columns, we include each of the four 
proxies for job termination used in Table 10 as an explanatory variable. In even-numbered columns, we 
also include the interaction between ICT0 and the proxy for job termination. Worker controls include 
sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, and two-digit occupation at entry. ***, **, and * indicate 
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Original: 

 

Replicated: 

 

Minor discrepancies are indicated with an orange box. 
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4.15. TABLE 12: PROMOTION UP THE HIERARCHY 

 

The table presents OLS regressions for skilled entrants of the boom cohort 1998-2001 and post-boom 
cohort 2003-2005. In columns 1 and 2, the dependent variable is wage growth of worker i from entry year to 
2015. Promotion is a dummy equal to one if worker i has become a manager in her initial industry in 2015. ICT0 
is a dummy equal to one if worker i started in the ICT sector. In column 3, the dependent variable is the 
promotion dummy. Boom cohort is a dummy equal one if the worker enters the labor market over 1998-2001. 
Worker controls include sex, age and age squared at entry, entry year, two-digit occupation at entry, and four-
digit industry fixed effects. ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, 
respectively. 
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4.16. CONCLUSION 

 

We replicated all the results with a few minor discrepancies (mainly rounding errors). 


